In 1954, the Polaris® family was born, offering a new way to experience the outdoors together. Today, that family continues to grow with an all new sled, built specifically for new riders.

UNLEASH THE NEXT GENERATION ON THE SNOW.
GROW A PASSION THAT LASTS A LIFETIME.

Introducing INDY EVO™, a trail-ready sled perfectly engineered for new riders with performance scaled to what they need, and what they want. Share your passion for the ride, and welcome them to a world where everyone shares in a perfect day spent riding. Because together, you are BORN FOR MORE.
PERFECT FIT FOR NEW RIDERS

The INDY EVO™ features compact ergonomics to accommodate a range of riders without feeling too big or too small. From its optimized seating position to its easy reach throttle - it builds confidence for all new riders.

CONFIDENT HANDLING, EASY STEERING

The INDY EVO™ suspension is engineered for a stable yet effortless ride on trails. The adjustable-stance independent front suspension allows the sled to evolve with the rider, and the sled features shocks and ski design specifically for the INDY EVO™ chassis for predictable, confident performance.

JUST-RIGHT PERFORMANCE & FUN

The INDY EVO™ is a trail-ready sled with power that’s perfectly scaled to new riders’ needs. Speed is electronically limited to 50 mph, and an accessory kit is available to make additional power as a rider’s skill develops.
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